README file for the cleaner R package
----------------------------------------------------------------------
This explains the installation of the cleaner package for R.  If you
have any problems with installation, send an email to Mariano Alvarez
<malvarez@c2b2.columbia.edu>.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
CLEANER

DEPENDENCIES
  R v2.8.0 or higher
  BWA
  affy package for R

OBTAINING R
  You can download R from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN).
  Visit http://cran.r-project.org or a local mirror (for example,
  http://cran.us.r-project.org).  Source code is available for Unix,
  and binaries are available for Windows, MacOS, and many versions of
  Linux.  

CONFIGURING R
  Full writing permissions are necessary in order to install Bioconductor packages.
  Either setup R environmental variables to define the destination of personal
  package libraries (alternatives to write protected /usr/lib/R  /usr/share/doc/R) or
  install R with writing permissions for your account (see ``add on packages'' in the R
  installation and administration manual available at http://www.r-project.org).

OBTAINING BWA
  You can obtain BWA from sourceforge http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/
  BWA is used for mapping probe sequences to refSeq (the probeMap
  function of the cleaner package).
  BWA is not needed for mapping 133P2 and 95av2 probes; the
  remapping are given in separate files in the data folder of the package
  and can be passed on directly to the cleaner function.
  
OBTAINING affy
  You can obtain the latest version of affy from Bioconductor
  (www.bioconductor.org)

OBTAINING RefSeq DATABASE FILES
  Use of BWA for mapping probe to genes relies on the RefSeq
  database. Necessary files for human chips are 'human.rna.fna',
  'gene2refseq', and 'refFlat.txt' which can be download from:
  'ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/H_sapiens/mRNA_Prot/
  human.rna.fna.gz', 'ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/DATA/
  gene2refseq.gz', and 'ftp://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/
  database/refFlat.txt.gz'. For species other than human the corresponding
  RefSeq files should be used instead of 'human.rna.fna' and 'refFlat.txt'.

AFFY INSTALLATION
  The easiest way of getting and installing affy package is selecting
  the "BioC Software" repository using the "setRepositories()"
  function in R and then typing "install.packages("affy")".
  
cleaner INSTALLATION
  Unzip and untar the file cleaner.tar.gz in a given directory, for
  example ~/R/packages/. cleaner can then be installed from R by
  typing "install.packages("~/R/packages/cleaner", repos=NULL)".

GETTING STARTED

  Once you start R, you'll need to type "library(cleaner)" to load the
  package. The package include three main functions. You can get
  the documentation for them by typing:
  "?probeMap"
  "?mapCleaner"
  "?cleaner"
  "?newCDF"

  The full process of probe mapping and cleaner was implemented in the
  function "mapCleaner". mapCleaner is an extensive wrapper for the functions
  probeMap and cleaner. probeMap is a wrapper for BWA and it is used to produce
  a remapping of probes to refSeq transcripts. Example remapping output for Affy
  arrays U133P2 and U95av2 can be obtained from http://wiki.c2b2.columbia.edu/
  califanolab/index.php/Cleaner. probeMap takes the refSeq DNA database, refSeq
  flat file and a refSeq to Gene mapping file (described above) as input to produce
  probe to gene mappings. probeMap output is passed to the main function (cleaner) to
  construct consistent probe clusters. For convenience, we suggest to store
  remapping files and reuse them. This will eliminate the need for running mapCleaner
  and probeMap. Finally, the function "newCDF" constructs CDF and probe annotation
  packages from cleaner probe cluster. CDF and probe annotation packages can be used
  as blue prints for MAS5, RMA and GCRMA normalization using 'affy' and 'gcrma'
  packages from Bioconductor (http://www.bioconductor.org).

  Example (using the given remapped probe file):
  setwd('working directory where the cel files are')
  cleanClusters <- cleaner(file.path(.Library, "'directory where the probe-mapping
  files are located'/probeMappings-hgu133plus2"))
  newCDF(cleanClusters, chip="hgu133plus2", subfix="example")


CITING cleaner

  Alvarez MJ, Sumazin P, Rajbhandari P, Califano A. Correlating
  measurements across samples improves accuracy of large-scale expression
  profile experiments. Submitted to Genome Biology.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS/CONCERNS

  If you have any questions, suggestions, problems or complaints
  regarding cleaner, please email Mariano Alvarez
  <malvarez@c2b2.columbia.edu>.
  
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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